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    InterimPrimeMinister & UNSG, DésiréeElisabethStokkel: 
  ‘DictatorshipNL = growing dangerous criminal cell  for International Security’

ICC President Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi ,  Dictator Markrutte, Presidents & 
Embassadors,  UNPD & Uncareeer, 

All Presidents & Embassadors on Planet Earth, 

Dictator Markrutte – Fake PM in the Netherlands  – keeps DictatorshipNL alive for the 
following reasons:
1. He personally wants to stay PrimeMinister, despite the fact that the whole World can 

see that he organizes mass-murder, internationally. 
As long as PM Markrutte is being supported by the UN-memberstates, ‘the Influx & 
Refinement of crime in Europe will intensify’. 
And, ‘when you UN-memberstates  all stop lying towards yourself, you can finally 
acknowledge that the EU-economy is not as strong as politicians want to make-
believe’. Loads of money and waste of time - energy are being invested in keeping 
DictatorshipNL alive, which is going to damage all business-contracts, Worlwide. 
BREXIT is turned into a very expensive hell, only to keep DNL alive. Are you insane!?
Everybody will loose when you keep DNL alive. 

2. DictatorMarkrutte wants his DNL-friends in their high-payed labourcontracts to have 
time – opportunity to find themselves a luxurous labourcontract, elsewhere on this 
Planet… without punishment for their criminal methods of work in DNL- RepublicNL.

3. While DNL grows in weakness & shame… the current leaders of DNL still assume ‘that 
they will get away with anything, including expanding DNL abroad’.  
I want foreign Presidents & Embassadors to be clear towards the leaders of DNL =’ we 
will not give you time – opportunity to expand DNL in our country’.  
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DictatorMarkrutte has difficulties finding a new Minister of ForeignAffairs, after his 
DNL-friend  HalbeZijlstra had to leave the MFA after his ‘NO-conversation-with-Putin-
lies- blunder’. We need a new a MFA in RepublicNL.

4. The Dutch Royal Family  publicly take side for DictatorshipNL = they are being reduced
‘to theaterplays… but are not stopped radicaly’  by people who are obliged to claim 
RNL. 

So, I – InterimPrimeMinister for Holland & UNSG – give an instruction to 
DictatorMarkrutte & UN-memberstates:
a) From today on the Dutch Royal Family is to be handled as the worst Criminal 

Family we have in Holland; their self-choosen theaterplay is only focussed on 
‘keeping themselves alive as capitalistic materialistic Royals in DNL’. Queen 
Maxima cares more for collecting  blood-diamonds then for the state of law. 
They try to fly around Earth for important conversations… as if nothing has 
changed. ‘As if King WA still is a sound King who signatures laws for a state of law 
the Netherlands’…. They are being supported by Statemedia NOS / NPO.
While, we – the People – can all see that UN-memberstates have limited the 
authority – impact of the Dutch Monarchy on the national territory of the UN-
memberstates.  Its not enough to stop the Influx & Refinement of Crime in NL- EU!

The Royal Family may no longer fly around Earth in a Government-plane.
They must purchase their flight-tickets, like any other person in NL has to do. 

UN-memberstates may no longer welcome the Dutch Royal Family on their 
National Airports  ’as Political Actors above the law  who fly with Legal autority in a 
Government-plane to fullfil their duties’. UN-memberstates may welcome the NL 
King – Queen & Co after landing with a Tourist-flight or any other Self-payed-
flight; you also have to conduct the routine-check for criminal activities.
The minors / children of the NL King – Queen & Co are to be handled as young 
persons with Talent for the normal Business-world. 
  

b) UN-memberstates can interview / interrogate all other persons against whom I 
started an ICClawcaseNL… as being DNL-lovers, who only want to expand DNL, 
internationally. Mayors, Eldermen, District-politicians, Mediamakers, and all others.

5. ICC-personnel was welcomed at the MunicSecurityConference  https://www.icc-
cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1359…   as every year. The only difference is ‘that in
2018 their lobby-acts are published on the ICC-website’. The Legal fact that ICC-
personnel – quilty of organizing & conducting warcrimes themselves – are still 
accepted as politicians, is criminal behavior by EU- UN – Organizations. ICC-personnel 
may not be addressed like politicians. The behavior of Germany & UN-memberstates 
proves that the EU- UN don’t want to stop crime.  
Even worse:’Mutti AngelaMerkel is free to break down the EU-economy’. 
ICC must be closed temporarily, so I can cleanup this system.

6. UNSG guterres must be removed from his labourcontract, publicly. 
I will start ICClawcases against EU-politicians who are going to replace Juncker – Tusk 
– Tajani, when these new EU-politicians continue to work with DictatorshipNL.

DesireeStokkel
InterimPrimeMinister for Netherlands, per 18nov2016
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/constitution-republic-nl.html
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